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FOR SALE

#Belize Eco-Friendly Luxury Home
Bullet Tree 
Price:  USD 495,000

Location:  Cayo District

Bedrooms:  1

MLS Number: LH062312BT

Lot size:  6.59 Acre

INTRODUCING YOUR DREAM ECO-FRIENDLY LUXURY IN BELIZEStep
into a world of sustainable elegance with this exquisite one-
bedroom, two-bathroom haven nestled along the serene Mopan
river. This thoughtfully designed home seamlessly blends luxury
with eco-conscious living.As you enter, be greeted by the master
bedroom exuding comfort and style. The living room, adorned with
a memory foam king-size sleeper sofa, invites relaxation and
leisure. Enjoy culinary delights in the full North American-style
kitchen boasting top-tier, imported appliances, including a
convenient dishwasher.Dine in sophistication with a spacious dining
room comfortably seating six, or take your meals al fresco on the
deck with breathtaking views of the Mopan river.Experience the
modern convenience of two smart air conditioning units, effortlessly
controlled via a user-friendly app on your phone. Embrace
sustainable living with the 4kW solar system and battery, providing
eco-friendly electricity to power both the house and the inviting
infinity swimming pool.Speaking of the pool, indulge in luxury with
an infinity pool offering panoramic views of the Mopan river,
complemented by a thrilling 65-foot water slide. The property spans
6.5 acres of riverfront, featuring a river walk trail leading to the
water, over 100 fruit trees, and an impressive plantation of teak and
cedar trees for future income.Security and privacy are paramount,
with a fully fenced property and a motorized gate ensuring peace of
mind. Stay connected with the power grid, eliminating worries of
electricity shortages. Additional features include a state-of-the-art
water filtration system, Wi-Fi Internet throughout the home and
pool side, smart home automation, and strategically placed security
cameras.The property comes fully furnished, and completely
equipped with all the tools and lawn care machinery you will need.
However, you won’t have to worry about doing the lawn care
yourself because a part time property caretaker is available to
continue taking care of the property should you wish. Seize this rare
opportunity to live your dream in a tropical paradise, surrounded by
the beauty of nature and the luxury of modern living. Your eco-
friendly oasis awaits – embrace the essence of Belizean tranquility
today!
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